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My profile

 Coordinator of one of the pilot diplomas selected by the 
U. Barcelona to be adapted to the EHEA, from 2003.

 Public Management and Administration, Faculty of Law. 
New degree from 2009.

 Since 2004 director of a teaching innovation group  
created to promote the process of adaptation to the 
European Credit Transfer System.



Topics to talk about

 The experience of the U. Barcelona in adapting the 
degrees to the EHEA

 The teaching plan as an instrument to improve learning

 Definition of competences and transversal 
competences 

 Teaching and academic policy actions needed to 
implement transversal competences

 Methodology for a good design, planning, elaboration 
and evaluation of transversal competences

 An example: teamwork in MPA degree



The experience of the U. Barcelona in 
adapting the degrees to the EHEA

A dynamic process with a twofold dimension:

 Academic restructuring accordingly to the 
Spanish legislation and the Bologna principles, 
aiming to promote mobility and 
internationalization.

 Changes in the teaching methodology in 
response to the introduction of the European 
credit transfer system. A new structure for the 
teaching plan.



Process to define the new 
degrees adapted to the EHEA

 Definition of the procedures and the responsible persons 

 Work calendar 

 Software application

 Services to support the committees in charge/ FAQs

 Regulations U. Barcelona

− Teaching plans and evaluation

− The transferability and the recognition of credits

− Continuance

− Practices programs
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Teaching plan: sections

 General information

 Estimated learning time

 Recommendations

 Competences to be gained during the study

 Learning objectives

 Teaching blocks

 Teaching methods and general organization

 Official assessment of learning outcomes

 Reading and study resources



The most important requisite

Coherence between competences, 

learning objectives, learning activities and 

evaluation systems



Definition of competence

The ability to mobilize, quickly and pertinently, a 

range of resources, knowledge, skills and 

attitudes to deal effectively with certain 

situations.



Related aspects

 The student is at the core of the learning process

 Searching for the functionality and transversality of 
learning

 Bias towards professionalization?

 Application and resolution in professional contexts

 Giving efficient responses in complex contexts



Within the subjects, competences are 
defined in terms of learning outcomes

Competence Objective Learning outcome

Wide open Concrete (knowledge, 
know how to do 
something or how to be)

It is easy to measure

It includes knowledge, 
abilities or skills, attitudes

It can be achieved 
through a series of 
operations

It is evaluable within the 
framework of the subject

Long-term Responds to teacher’ 
demands towards student

It does not necessarily have 
the aspect of integration of 
the competence

Its globality is not evaluable 
in the subjects and perhaps 
not even in the framework 
of university education and, 
if it is, it is only evaluated at 
very advanced stages



Useful verbs to define LO
KNOWLEDGE Gathering and 

remembering 
information

Define, describe, identify, list, reproduce, 
write, recognize, underline, repeat, relate, 
associate.

UNDERSTANDING Interpreting 
information

Understand,  interpret, justify, clarify, 
defend, distinguish, explain, exemplify,
illustrate, classify, contrast, compare.

APPLICATION Use knowledge or 
generalize it into a 
new situation

Apply, solve, build, demonstrate, calculate, 
manipulate, modify, draw, explain how, 
practice, verify.

ANALYSIS Dividing knowledge 
into parts and show 
relationships 
between them

Analyze, recognize, distinguish between, 
evaluate, differentiate, illustrate how, infer, 
point out, relate, select, divide, categorize.

SUMMARY Joining fragments or 
parts of knowledge 
to form a whole.

Synthesize, present, structure, integrate, 
formulate, combine, compile, explain, 
report, argue, order, select, conclude. 

EVALUATION Make judgments 
based on criteria

Evaluate, assess, judge, conclude, 
compare, contrast, criticize, discriminate, 
justify, question, punctuate.



Transversal competences: definition

Competences that are not specific for a degree, 

but are necessary for the integral development as 

a person, as a professional and as a citizen, and 

which are acquired by working in different 

subjects of a degree.



Classification according to Tuning:

A. Instrumental competences

B. Interpersonal competences

C. Systemic competences



A. Instrumental competences

 Capacity for analysis and synthesis

 Capacity for organization and planning

 Basic general knowledge

 Grounding in basic knowledge of the profession

 Oral and written communication in your native language

 Knowledge of a second language

 Elementary computing skills

 Information management skills

 Problem solving

 Decision-making



B. Interpersonal competences

 Critical and self-critical abilities

 Teamwork

 Interpersonal skills

 Ability to work in an interdisciplinary team

 Ability to communicate with experts from other areas

 Appreciation of diversity and multiculturality

 Ability to work in an intercultural context

 Ethical Commitment



C. Systemic competences
 Capacity for applying knowledge in practice

 Research skills

 Capacity to learn

 Capacity to adapt to new situations

 Capacity for generating new ideas (creativity)

 Leadership

 Understanding of cultures and customs of other countries

 Ability to work autonomously

 Project design and management

 Initiative and entrepreneurial spirit

 Concern for quality

 Will to succeed



Each degree must select, in a consensual way, 

the competences that are the most 

representative for the expected profile as a 

person, as a professional and as a citizen.



The transversal competences of the UB

 Ethical Commitment

 Learning ability and responsibility

 Teamwork

 Creative and entrepreneurial abilities

 Sustainability

 Communicative ability



Teaching and academic policy actions 
needed to implement transversal 
competences

 Teachers’ training

 Recognition of teachers’ dedication

 Institutional guidelines and dissemination of good 
practices

 Endowment of resources



Other challenges

 Periodic review of selected competences and 
strategies for their development

 Institutional decision on the accreditation and / or 
certification of transversal competences 

 Promotion teaching teamsworks

 Articulation of a support service for teaching



Methodology for a good design, 
planning, implementation and 
evaluation of transversal competences

1. Definition of the degree competence map

2. Planning the competences development

3. Evaluation and accreditation of the competences



1. Definition of the degree 
competence map

 Definition of the competence

 Description of levels of progressive development 
throughout the degree

 Description of learning outcomes that students are 
expected to achieve at each level

 Identification of the subjects that should be involved 
in the development and evaluation of the 
competence in each level



2. Planning the competences 
development

 Designation of a coordinator for each competence

 Disposal of instruments to support the teachers involved

 Incorporation of the learning objectives / results linked to 
the corresponding level of development in the teaching 
plan, and provision of an adequate methodology for their 
achievement.



3. Competences assessment

 Elaboration of rubrics to assess the competence at 
different levels.

 Provide teachers with information on the evaluation 
tools and good practices. 

 Establish a competence assessment registration 
system throughout the degree.

 Competence accreditation at the end of the 
degree.





Design of competences in the 
U. Barcelona 

Guidelines for the degree coordinators

Determine the 
degree profile

Select, 
prioritize and 

define the 
competences

Develop the 
competence 

map

Create teams 
of teachers

Determine the 
registration 

system





Guidelines for Teaching Plan 
Coordinators

Select the 
competences

Draft learning 
goals / 

outcomes 

Determine 
the contents

Design 
teaching 

and learning 
activities

Design 
evaluation 
activities





Guidelines for Teachers

Adjust the 
teaching plan 

to the calendar

Design activities 
for teaching 
and learning 

competences

Design 
formative 

assessment 
activities

Communicate it 
to the group of 

students

Suggest 
improvements 
in  the design 

and 
development of 

the teaching 
plan



Experience in the degree of Public 
Management and Administration (PMA)

 A teaching innovation group was created in 2004, 
built by teachers of the degree in the Faculty of 
Law.

 One of the group’s goals is to work on the 
planning, development and evaluation of 
transversal competences within the degree.



Competences that are worked

 Teamwork (since 2009) 

 Learning ability (since 2012) 

 Communicative ability (since 2015) 

 Ethical Commitment (since 2015) 

 Sustainability (expected 2017) 

 Creative and entrepreneurial abilities (expected 2017)



Working methodology

 Initially developed for the teamwork competence and 
extended later to the other competences. 

 Teaching innovation project: "Development of transversal 
competences in the PMA degree (2014-2016)"



Methodology
1. Definition of the competence and its levels of progress

2. Definition of the subjects involved in the competence

3. Designation of a competence coordinator
4. Guidelines for teachers

5. Guidelines for students

6. Training for teachers

7. Teachers commitment in concrete actions
8. Agreement on the evaluation rubrics
9. Students’ satisfaction questionnaires
10. Other evaluation tools

11. Collection and exploitation of evidences

12. Registration of students’ assessment

13. Guidelines for good practices

14 Compilation of good practices



The teacher's guidelines: contents

 Definition and characterization of teamwork.

 Learning how to work collaboratively and as a team.
 Functions in the planning phase. 
 Functions in the development and evaluation phase.

 Levels of competence development:
 Learning outcomes 
 Evidence for evaluation

 Itinerary: subjects 

 Learning activities and evaluation with rubrics



Progressive development of the 
competence

1st level 2nd level 3rd level

Student He/she takes part in the 
teamwork with an 
active and responsible 
attitude and shows 
respect towards the 
group.

He/she is involved in 
the consolidation and 
the cohesion of the 
team. 

He/she is able to lead 
the group, to identify 
the tasks that are 
needed and the most 
appropriate way to 
organize.

Task Relatively low 
complexity. 

More complex. Complete project of 
interdisciplinary type, 
close to the future 
professional reality.

Teacher He/she marks the 
guidelines in a clear 
and precise way. 

He/she provides more 
autonomy to the 
students.

He/she supports the 
group in the process.



CURS ASSIGNATURA
Treball en equip Capacitat 

d'aprenentatge
Compromís ètic Capacitat 

comunicativa 

Introducció al Dret X

Sociologia X

Tractament de la Informació a 
l'Administració Pública

X

Història Política i Social Contemporània

Técniques de Treball i Comunicació X X

Dret Constitucional X

Economia Política X

Técniques i Metodes de Gestió Pública X

Ciència de l'Administració X

Estructures Administratives X

Règim Jurídic de les Administracions 
Públiques I

X

Hisenda Pública

Estadística Aplicada a l'Administració Pública 
I

X

Sistema Polític Espanyol X

Informació i Documentació Administrativa X

Règim Jurídic de les Administracions 
Públiques II

X

Estadística Aplicada a l'Administració Pública 
II

X

Introducció a la Gestió Financera

Dret i Administració de la Unió Europea X

Règim d'Ocupació Pública X

Gestió Pressupostària I

Gestió Tributària I X

Polítiques Públiques X

Activitat Administrativa I X

Dret del Treball i de la Seguretat Social X

Gestió Pressupostària II X

Gestió Tributària II

Comptabilitat Pública X

Activitat Administrativa II X

Direcció i Gestió de Persones

Serveis Públics X

Pràctiques Externes

TFG

PRIMER

SEGON

TERCER

QUART



Some closing remarks

Facilitating factors

 Complicity with the study council

 Willingness of coordinators and 
some of the teachers to 
cooperate in the implementation 
of the competence

 Support from the Education 
Science Institution (ICE-UB) and 
the projects awarded

Shackler factors

 Transversal competences are 
not a priority at the institutional 
level

 Teachers know that their 
involvement will not be 
recognized 

 Collection and custody of 
evidence 

 Registration of competence
students’ progress







Links 

Trabajo en equipo: Protocolo 
profesoradohttp://diposit.ub.edu/dspace/handle/2445/
63304

Trabajo en equipo: rúbricas: 
http://hdl.handle.net/2445/63266

Cuadernos de docencia: 
http://www.ub.edu/ice/sites/default/files/docs/qdu/18c
uaderno.pdf

http://www.ub.edu/ice/sites/default/files/docs/qdu/27c
uaderno.pdf



The Spanish legislation

 Organic Law 6/2001, of 21 December, of universities (article 87, 88.), which 
instructs the Government to take the necessary measures for the full 
integration of the Spanish system into the EEES.

 Royal Decree 1125/2003 of 5 September, establishing the system of credits 
and the European qualification system in official university degrees and valid 
throughout the national territory.

 Royal Decree 1393/2007, of October 29, which establishes the ordering of 
official university degrees.

Subsequent variations and consolidated version

 Royal Decree 967/2014, of 21 November, which establishes the requirements 
and the procedure for the homologation and declaration of equivalence to 
degree and to official university academic level and for the validation of 
foreign studies of higher education, and the procedure for determine the 
correspondence to the levels of the Spanish qualifications framework for 
higher education of the official titles of Architect, Engineer, Licentiate, 
Technical Architect, Technical and Qualified Engineer.


